TOTAL COMPARISON OF GOOGLE DOCS FROM ANYWHERE.

Workshare Compare accurately detects changes across any two Google Docs in seconds. This market-leading document comparison solution integrates into G Suite, so whether you’re working from a desktop, the cloud, or on the go, you never miss a beat.

Workshare Compare helps you focus on what matters.

The time it takes to manage revisions from multiple authors in different platforms can become a serious cost issue, not to mention error-prone when spotting changes by eye.

MAXIMIZE ROI

Leverage the integration between Workshare Compare and G Suite to extend the benefits from your tech investments beyond their initial use case.

STREAMLINE REVIEW

Eliminate manual comparisons and version creation with the power to quickly start a comparison from within Google Docs or Google Drive.

INSTANT INSIGHT

Get a wholistic analysis of every changed element within your document in a layout that is easy to understand, embedded directly in your browser.

For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.